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Inquests

Conor Mullan has significant experience of inquests in Coroner’s Courts and wider Public Inquiries, representing the

interests of families of the deceased or those of other interested parties, advising on and acting in subsequent fatal accident

claims or other associated proceedings.

Conor is instructed in the UK Covid-19 Public Inquiry in an ongoing specialist advisory role for a number of participant NHS

organisations.

He was also instructed as counsel to the ongoing Grenfell Tower Inquiry during 2020.

Conor also represented the family of Roseanne Irvine over a number of weeks in an inquest into her suicide whilst in custody

at HMP Maghaberry in Northern Ireland in 2007. The inquest was monitored by the Northern Ireland Human Rights

Commission and was the subject of a report “NIHRC- The prison within” into the imprisonment of women. The inquest jury

came to an unprecedented verdict which then formed the backbone of civil proceedings in the High Court on behalf of the

family. The inquest was nationally reported and subject to extensive commentary. The Coroner made representations to HM

Government recommending the holding of a Public Inquiry arising out of same.

Conor is frequently instructed to act in inquests arising from fatal accidents at work and fatalities relating to road traffic

accidents. His most recent jury inquest lasted a number of weeks and concerned a police pursuit of a stolen vehicle, resulting

in the fatalities of the young occupants.

 

Recommendations

"His knowledge of the law and analytical ability is outstanding."

Member of the Judiciary

Academic qualifications

Institute of Professional Legal Studies, Barrister course

LLB (Hons)
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Professional qualifications & appointments

Bar of England, Wales and Northern Ireland

Professional bodies

Personal Injuries Bar Association

Human Rights Lawyers Association

Criminal Bar Association

Inner Temple


